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Asif Baloch(06-06-1978)
 
hmmmmm....welllll....
I was born in Karachi, Pakistan (wow thats some amazing thing i'd done lol)
by cast I'm Baloch and my zodiac sign is gemini...I love to read and write
poetries almost all kind of but I mostly adored dark or sad poems, I become so
called poet which I still think I'm not when I joined this site Poem Hunter, my
first poem was
' Rage Against My heart ' after encouraging words from some of the great poets
here on poemhunter I've wrote about 80 poems which are posted here, my
poems mostly reflects myself in other words i write on myself and my feelings,
the feelings I feel about surroundings and happening in the world.......I wants to
say more but i know no one reads this, so its no use of saying lol....my true
biography reflects this poem too...in other words this is me
' what you wanted to see
there is nothing to show
just shatered dreams
and tormented soul'-baloch
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`emptiness
 
All dreams has been shattered
now just thoughts are left
to rise in emotions
to give my soul to be cleft
 
I left my paradise
on a journey with no end
to gather my dreams
which are now part of some sand
 
I curse those winds
which once came this way
blew away from my grip
bit by bit, peck by peck
and made me lost in the mist
with numb feelings and awed self
like some blind waving
with a yearn something to get
shading tears of blood
on empty hands
crawling and searching the ground
with hope, there might some left
 
Ah! Balouch
You don't know how it feels
when one sleeps with a yearn to be slept
with no dreams to be found
with no more soul to be cleft
 
Asif Baloch
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~ Hindrance
 
I'm that rain drop
which once fell into ocean
and died with the thirst within...
 
Broken
broken
everything is broken
some I still can feel
some are unable to found
 
Drown
drown
every desires has been drowned
in a flood once came from unknown side
took away those smiles, which was once mine
 
Dry
Dry
every ocean, every stream has been dried
now i wait for those crimson drops
which once fell from an orphan cloud
 
Scream
scream
I hear no screams at all
but someone do weeps with painful sobs,
as he has lost something or someone have
ripped and torn away his heart
 
Asif Baloch
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~skin
 
Ah balouch!
Many miracles in skins
Tho you see,
Different colors but only
One color I do feel
Which flows deep in me
 
Stuck in the mud of
Slimy thoughts
Why aren't we following
What we supposed to ought
 
World is filled with
Many colors, essence, beauty
If nature do not comprehend
Then why do we
Black, brown, white, yellow
Pink, red and green
Same we feel what
You and me see
 
Different nations
Different creeds
Divide us just cuz
Of greed
Feminists, racist
Create did we
Divine souls corrupted
Humanity flee
 
Alas! Thou I see
What a beauty
Made with love
Tenderness, honey sweet
You are an angel
A nymph
Unimaginable beauty
You are, you were
And you always will be
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Another Part of me
Created from there
Where it beats
Without you I'm nothing
And there won't be
Any reason for me to be
 
Asif Baloch
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A Boy Is Born
 
A stone thrown from heaven
Down to earth
There’s a line circling it
With no end
A boy is born
Born with a cry
And tears in his eyes
Tears of pain and sorrow
That will follow 
All his life
He will be tortured
He will be tormented
He will be whipped
Night and day
Whips of feelings
And shattered dreams
It’s the gift from God
That is destined to him
 
Asif Baloch
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A Messege
 
The answer came
From up above high
The messenger who brought it
Was shinning so bright
She gave me the letter
And smiled sadly to me
She said it’s the answer
Which I appealed
I took the letter
With trembling hands
Slowly tenderly
I opened it with despair
Peeling away like a shell
Like breaking open my fate
My life ended in these few lines
“O dear child
we sent you in this world
sent you to weep to cry
we forgot to make someone
who could be close to you
but now it’s too late
to make a new”
 
Asif Baloch
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A Promised Love
 
When she will enter my room
Every corner will brighten up with gloom
There will be an icy cold breeze
Sweet sensational feelings of her and mine
She will stand at the bottom of my bed
And stare me with bright shiny eyes
Like stars in a pitch black night
She will hold me by my toes
And pull me with a tender blow
Away from this dark hole,
Hole made of flesh and bones,
She will kiss me with her lips
Which will feels like
Cold frigid bliss
I know she will come
And I am for sure
A promised love made by him
When he sent me in this hole
A true love is on its way
To take me away
 
Asif Baloch
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A Silent Tear (Sample)
 
There are humans but no humanity left inside
They hurt their loved one’s with the dagger of lies
A silent tear dropped inside
 
An old man sitting by the road side
Dry tears of sadness in his lonely eyes
Left by his children to beg and die
A silent tear dropped inside
 
They tolerate loneliness with a smile
Caged like animals and no one hear there cries
Worn out cloths and tears of innocence in there eyes
Hurt by there love one’s and kept away in disguise
A silent tear dropped inside
 
They search for heaven in mosque, temple or in the skies
They forgot that they were in the belly of heaven for nine lives
They were loved, cherished and taught how to fly in the skies
Just for there self pleasure and happiness they put there
heaven to weep and cry
A silent tear dropped inside
 
There’s so much pain in the world outside
I want to help them but my hands are tied
As I watch them through my painful eyes
A silent tear dropped inside
 
-
This poem is dedicated to those womens who are in the prisons for life without
even proven guilty...and those parents who are forgotten and forbidden by there
children....even though I think this poem is incomplete
 
Asif Baloch
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A Story
 
This is the story of child
born in denial
sent in this world
to weep to cry
weep for the love he
felt all his life
pleading and crying
to be touched,
to be healed
touched by lips, by hands
and by soul
someone to heal him
and gather his
shattered soul
time has passed and
no one came
his eyes went dry
and no tears to shed
the wanting of  touched
has died inside him
and now he mumbles
these words
words which has been
written by fate on his heart
“Alone I wait for my
death to come,
my love ones have forgotten,
forbidden and forsaken me”
 
Asif Baloch
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Ah Love!
 
Ah love!
ask those what love is
who has yearned for life
just a single drop
 
Ah Love!
ask a moth what love is
he will tell thee, how sweet is
to burn the desires
 
Ah love!
ask chakor what love is
he will tell thee, the longing of
moonlight nights
 
Ah Love! asif
alas! love
ask me what a love is
I will tell thee, how i fell
on my knee and pleading thee
to give me light and set me free
to hold my hand and stand me tall
to tell me that I dont have to search at all
to sooth my cries and cure my heart
to shower a rain on my barren soul
to wipe my tears and make me smile
a single smile for just once
in this life............
 
Asif Baloch
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Ah Those Forgotten Childhood Dreams
 
Eyes are shut
I might sleep
with yearn for
just one last dream
I plead my heart to
make me sleep
to see those forgotten
childhood dreams
-
while in the bed
a pray to God
to make the night
fall so fast
eager to see
sunrise soon
to play cricket and
soccer in the park
no hunger no worries
in the thought
making best friends
after big fought
singing and swimming
in open streams
ah! ! those forgotten
worrieless dreams
 
the wake-up call
of Umi in the morn
the fresh smell of
parathas and butter
coming from hall
Baba's getting late
just because of us all
the anguished bang and
squeeze on the horn
ah! ! those forgotten
careless dreams
 
at the school
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naughtiness of all
eying every girl
to be first love
blushing with shy
when teacher pinch a cheek
ah! ! those forgotten
fairytale dreams
-
thus now in dreams
I see myself
stumbling and roaming
in pitch black darkness
trying to find
those broken pieces
which went lost 
in search of true love
 
Asif Baloch
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Ah! Those Days Are Gone
 
When I was born
Born with a cry
And jingles all around
Ah! Those days are gone
 
To make me sleep
A sweet song of lullaby
Sang by my mom
Ah! Those days are gone
 
A time came when
I took my first step
There was fun and joy
All around
Ah! Those days are gone
 
My first day of school
Everyone saying I’m fool
Crying for my mom
Ah! Those days are gone
 
The time of youth
Eaten by darkness
No love to found
Ah! Those days are gone
 
The time has came
He is standing at the
Bottom of my bed
To take my soul away
And I’m singing this song
Ah! Those days are gone
 
Asif Baloch
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All, Where, Some
 
All where some
long since gone
the sun of happiness
did'nt even shone
the thuds of life
has killed me
night and day
my love just died
without even born
the thoughts are mingled
the fellings are sieged
the heart wants to ripped
and to be squeezed
 
Asif Baloch
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Alone
 
Alone I stand
all the way to the end
no one's with me
no one to hold my hand
Sometimes!
I feel like a candle
in a hurricane
my life is like a picture
in a broken frame
no one will come for me
no one will be here
to give me love
to wipe up my tears
 
Asif Baloch
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Alone Till The End Of Time
 
This side, that side
Which side should I go
I’m lost, I’m confused
Don’t know what to do
Furious, raged
My anger is rising
Making me to do something
Which I’ll regret
I’m tired, I’m lost
In search of someone
To give me love
From which side it’ll come
I‘ll never know
Instead of dying, day by day
It’s better to die today
Instead of searching someone
It’s better to be left alone
Alone till the end of time
 
Asif Baloch
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Another Sad Poem
 
I’m living on the edge of denial
With no feelings till I’m alive
God hasn’t even decide
To make me live or to die
 
Darkness and pity
My fate has put onto me
No love no destiny
Breathing in severity
 
No human no angel
I’m stuck into the middle
No one is at my side
Alone till I die
 
A cry came from inside
My thoughts has decide
Ordered my hands to write
Just another sad poem
 
Asif Baloch
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Another Tale Of Fate
 
For some
Another year passed
 
For few
It was just yesterday
 
For many
Time never moved
Only numbers did changed
 
For them
Power is in their hands
Conquering what remains
 
For those
Suffering entered uninvited
Poverty, no more food to fed
 
For him
Greed is good, sacrifice
Anyone who comes in way
 
For her
A queen of self desires
All peasants have to obey
 
For you
Blind with open eyes
And wants to stay that way
 
Alas! Asif
For me
Smiling whilst shading tears
On the helplessness of us
Writing another tale of fate
 
Asif Balouch
Copyright December 23,2015
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Asif Baloch
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As Predicted (Incomplete)
 
when the veils of greed will cover the eyes
when the heart stops weep on the innocent cries
when the beast puts the human skin as disguise
just think that day once told will arise
 
when the respect will be put aside
and the shamelessness will be the fashion of life
when the men breaks all the rules of God
and he himself becomes God is his own eyes
just think that day once told will arise
 
when there will be the kingdom of evilness
and there wont be a place for poor and weakness
when there will be the killings and riots everywhere
and a brother will kill his own blood for just pleasure
just think that day once told will arise
 
when there will be short nights even shorter days
and a decade will  looks like just yesterday
when there will be hunger and poverty everywhere
and human will kill human for just to be fed a day
just think dear, think
that day as predicted will arise
 
Asif Baloch
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Asunder~
 
In few lines
I have been
Described,
Have I?
Or am I still
Mystery
 
Seekers do found
Hence as told
Dreams, desires
Hath been unfold
Neither I
Either resolved
Balouch is on the edge
Of falling thoughts
Once drown
No more hope to rose
 
In few words
I have been
Defined,
Have I?
Or am I still
Missing
 
Copyright January 26,2015
 
Asif Baloch
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At Least
 
Sins not love
At least I’m getting
Something from
Your doorstep
 
Hell not heaven
At least you are
Giving away
Something to me
 
Today I’m happy
Tears of happiness
Are dropping
From my eyes
 
After a long time
Of my weeping and
Crying, at least
You thought of
Me for once
 
Asif Baloch
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Begining Of An End
 
Break your fingers and stop writing,
the rhymes on sadness and deniels
 
Wear the cloth of darkness
cut your tongue, become
mute and numb
 
Start counting on the days tho left
stop begging for the love out of hate
start rising to get another fall
stop looking for the pieces thus lost
start searching for those broken smiles
stop wailing for shattered dreams
 
Stop crying, stop wailing
drink your own tears, asif
and start dying
 
Asif Baloch
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Blood Instead Of Tears
 
It’s not easy to shed
Blood instead of tears
It takes along time to
Get what is destined
You have to eat agony
And drink pain
From the day you’re born
Months by months
Night and day
When there are no tears left
To cry by yourself
When it’s not in your fate
Not even to fall in love
As a fake
When your heart wailed
A painful cry
And your soul wants to
Fly up above high
Then the blood rolls down
Instead of tears
 
Asif Baloch
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Boat
 
A boat with so
Many tiny holes
Struggling to reach
Its destination
But unable to float
Winds of feelings
Are blowing in rage
Waves of thoughts
Are slapping with
So much hate
Water is flooding in
Slowly, slowly
Scaring and terrifying
The passengers
Onboard
 
Asif Baloch
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Bridge Of Hope
 
With tears I have knead the bridge of hope
don't know when the barriers will break
and flood away the dreams,
once made of clay
 
I did asked for happiness and smiles
stones and thorns got
a gift as destine
I did tried to reach the sky
leader of dreams was
steep and disguise
I did offered love and life
my loved ones pierced me with
the dagger of hate and lies
 
Tho I want to cry but, tears have forbiden me
I want to die but, death has forsaken me
Thus now I have forgotten how to smile, asif
sadness and sorrows, resides in my eyes
 
Asif Baloch
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Broken Heart
 
Falling on the ground
like a clinkig glass
 
once I was falling in love
now I'm falling apart
 
no one will ever love me
it's written in my fate
 
Shatered into pieces
my broken heart
 
Asif Baloch
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Come Dear Come - (Dream In My Dreams)
 
To whom you are talking, asif
they don't care if you weep or smile
they turned you into someone
who's scared of living and happy to die
 
Come dear come
I'm waiting for thee
my arms open wide
to grab you
to hold you
to hug you
and to become
one of a kind
 
Come dear come
you are the one
for whom
my eyes become barren
and turned into sand
 
now shalt not leave
take me with thee
to those mounts
and beautiful trees
there where
flowers do smile
and salsa dancing trees
to there where
happiness lives in the air
and sorrows left in despair
to there where
she's waiting for me
with so much love
and yearns filled eyes
yearn to hug me
love me for eternity
to that beautiful place
which i saw once
in my dreams
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Asif Baloch
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Death O Death
 
Death O death
when will you come
come to see
what fate has done
it made me weak
it made me lost
it made me something
which I never even thought
now I’m weeping
now I’m crying
crying for the love
which will be never
be mine
Death o death
when will you come
 
Asif Baloch
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Delightful Would
 
Delightful would it be
to me
that I might be the
pollen of rose
to spread the love through
butterflies feet
and withered to give life to
new buds
 
delightful would it be
to me
that I might watch the
heaving waves
drown in the depths of
ocean wide
to become the part of
those lost souls
 
delightful would it be
to me
that I might reach the
mountain top
to feel the highs of
the peak
and give myself to
foamy clouds
 
delightful would it be
to me
that I might watch my
shattered image
to wipe of tears from those
swollen eyes
and encourage myself to take
one last breath
 
Asif Baloch
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Destination Of Uncertainty
 
Once happy
In lifestyle and
Living ways
No suffering, no sorrows
Ever came their way
Hurled like cattle
In cages
Tired and terrified
Of unwanted war
Walking towards the
Destination of
Uncertainty
 
No hunger
No poverty
Ever knock their doors
Life was pleasant
Fulfilled every
Desires known
Many mouths to eat
But not enough
Remain loaf
Walking towards the
Destination of
Uncertainty
 
Ah! Asif
I Feel the pain
Of snatching away
From mothers womb
Many left behind
On journey for
Better life
Children gone
Missing
Rose petals floating
On sea shores
Walking towards the
Destination of
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Uncertainty
 
Alas! Balouch
Human tearing human
For self pleasure
Dominating all
Brutality, tyranny
Made beasts awed
No extremist freaks
No religious war
We all are refugees
Walking towards the
Destination of
Uncertainty
 
Asif Balouch
Copyright December 5,2015
 
Asif Baloch
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Die. Die Slow
 
Die, die slow
With no sound, with no vain
Jus a sweet tender pain
Sweet and tenderness of
undying love
Which I never owned
There is a dark veil
Blinding my eyes
Sweet and poisonous
Sensation
Drizzling like a rain
Die, die slow
 
Asif Baloch
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Don'T Know When
 
From my eye a tear silently slid
don't know when
from my wrist a blood slowly dripped
don't know when
 
dreams has become lost
in my zig-zag thoughts
yearn for rise one again
is lost cause of my lost fame
what happened and why
don't know when
 
from my heart came a painful cry
don't know when
from my soul felt a wrath of plight
don't know when
 
feeling are gone for good
hopes are darkened and dull
waving like a fool and blind
to grab to unfulfilled wishes
what happened and why
don't know when
 
from sky came an anguish deny
don't know when
from fate been pridicted you will die
don't know when
 
they say you have a future,
I thought t's just a fairy tale
a myth written by someone
as an act of fake
what happened and why
don't know when
 
from Him I was told, asif, you'll always cry
don't know when
and no one will be there to wipe your eyes dry
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don't know when
 
Asif Baloch
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Dream Is Dream
 
My love in dream
I see you thee, hand in hand
strolling beside the silver sea
 
lying on sand glowing as gold
thou art I feel kneeling by my side
I prayed for sun not to rise
and night to stay a little while
 
on the glowing silvery night
to me once more thy foot steps tend
following together side by side
I plead with yearn to never end
 
for far and wide our feet have traveled
leaving the marks on my soul
asif, for dream is dream just lie and bold
to keep the grip on hope and hold
 
Asif Baloch
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Dreamland
 
Lets go back their
Where I belong
Love filled atmosphere
I stand stiff and strong
Giggles and laughs
Fun filled air
Love and peace
Everything in pairs
Where happiness
Is meant to be
No room for
Despair and insanity
Everyone is in love
Holding hand in hand
Kindness and love
Filled full in there eyes
For those who fell of
Grieve and disguise
Kindness and eagerness
Runs in there blood
They grab there hands
And stand them tall
Where music and rhymes
Are filled in the air
Giving the sensation
Of colorful fair
Trees thou dance in
Slow motion salsa
Daffodils and rose
Plays with inviting eyes
Sun peeks from mountains
And ready to rise
Moon and stars
Giggling, playing
Seek and hide
Let’s go back there
Where we belong
Dreams of dreamland
Where love is all around
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Days are beautiful and
Nights are long
 
Asif Baloch
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Emptiness Remains
 
Captive is voice
Captivated is soul
Words those falls
Have no desires
To rose
Emptiness remains
With barren hopes
 
A desire to drown
In those tears
Once so dear
Are dried, forgotten
Since drought appears
Emptiness remains
With barren hopes
 
A bird wants to depart
But caged by force
Helpless, insensitive
Feathers torn
No tweets no sound
No joyful songs
 
Ah! Asif
Emptiness remains
With barren hopes
 
Asif Baloch
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Eternity Sleep - I
 
Life passed away in this
yearn, asif
that someday i will smile too
 
Alas! Someday
sun will rise with
happiness in its eyes
fading dark clouds of hate
and curing scars of lies
 
Someday
giggling naughty sounds
will vibrate all around
daffodils will dance on the
songs sung by birds
 
Someday
I will hold the moon
on the palm of my hand
and swim in dark ocean of
diamonds rubies tray
 
Huh! Someday
someday
 
Oneday
I will drown in my own tears
floodout pain which
lives inside
wash away memories of
lonesome heart
and lie in her womb
for eternity sleep
 
Asif Baloch
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Eternity Sleep - Ii
 
I'm partial scared, partial alone
my faith on faith is almost gone
I gave myself to all His Might
but my might is still singing
the same old song
 
I tried to search my inner devine
lost in the words of my own rhyme
the poems which I wrote blew away in air
my thoughts are stumbling in
some deserted old shrine
 
I gathered myself to take one last leap
felt drown in depths of sadness so deep
tried to reach and grab those invisible hands
just caught the rubies and stones
made of disbeliefe
 
Alas! Baloch
its my fate to live life in weep
wait for that day to come of my last breath
when He who will come to drag me out
from the feet
 
then there won't be left any cries, morns or weeps
I will be withered and blinded cant see
lying in the bed of 6 foot deep
then you only will be there shading tears
beside my bed
Ah! watching me calm and satisfied
sleeping my eternity sleep
 
Asif Baloch
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Even If I'M Here Or Not
 
Time will not stop
World will go around
Birds will keep flying and
Living things will keep dying
Even if I’m here or not
 
Sun will keep rising
Moon and stars will keep shining
Winds will keep blowing and
Weathers will keep changing
Even if I’m here or not
 
Happiness and joyness will
Come and go
Pain, loneliness, agony and sorrow
Will stay all alone
Even if I’m here or not
 
Hearts will keep breaking
Someone will keep dying
Weeping and crying
Day by day
Even if I’m here or not
 
So why shouting
Appealing and crying
Begging and asking
He doesn’t cares
Even if I’m here or not
 
Asif Baloch
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Existence
 
Why are you chasing the life, asif
death is the only gift from lover for you
 
I'm not angry with you my dear
I'm furious on the feelings tho I feel
shatered and tormented
weeping for broken dreams
 
To whom shall I show
the mourns of my heart
pierced to pieces
torned into several parts
 
Thus now the lines
are vanishing from
the palms of my hand
the fate has forgoten
the being of my very
existence
 
Asif Baloch
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Fall
 
Like a smoke in the sky
Blew away my burning desires
Pushed by bitter truth
I fell from mountain life
 
The bridge of wishes made
Hope to reach the gate
Just for glimpse of fountain love
To fill the thirsty soul
My plead was put aside
I fell from mountain life
 
I asked for life to shine
Life laughed with gloomy sign
Fate giggled with smirk smile
I fell from mountain life
 
I’m stuck in the mid of air
Soul is pulled from the core of hair
Hope changes in form of despair
Hate dipped dagger did love strike
I fell from mountain of life
 
A tear down slowly slide
On the cheek long since dried
Heart weeps for dying desires
Wailing with silent cry
I fell from mountain life
 
A letter thus I wrote
Of my love ones who did forgot
My existence and sacrifice
I fell from mountain life
 
My heart has become weak and old
Of killing words which they spoke
A slave bought for few pennies of lies
I tried but could not die
I want to fall from mountain life
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Asif Baloch
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Far Away
 
far away there is a sound
sound of weeping cover with sobs
someone is dying in pain
trying to break the unseen chain
the chain of loneliness
the chain of sorrow
trying to come out of dark halo
 
stuck in the world of hinged sanity
it was my fate which meant to be
struggling and trying to get out
time by time, day by day
but there is no way out
 
one day I will die in vain
and no one will remember my name
they will say I was someone insane
writing the poems to get myself fame
only one knows another’s lonely heart
day by day, bit by bit how it tears you apart
cursing you and hurting you for not being in love
 
Asif Baloch
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Farwell 2015
 
Yesterday was full with
Cries and sobs, Asif
Ah! Still hope lurks for
Better and peaceful
Tomorrow
 
Slowly silently time moved on
Drizzling rhythmically
Sky is on mourn
 
Another year passed
Of suffering, pain
And loss
Many loved ones
Departed
Snatched, drowned
Lost
Many have been
Forgotten
Remaining have to
Forgot
 
Slowly silently time moved on
Drizzling rhythmically
Sky is on mourn
 
Lords of fate
Are riding flamed
Steeds
Smirk on face
Overflowing with
Greed
Infants, childrens
Erasing every
Breed
Tyrants become
Victims
Realms of domination
Hath just start
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Slowly silently time moved on
Drizzling rhythmically
Sky is on mourn
 
Alas! Balouch
On humans cruelty
And selfishness
Beasts are
Awed
Innocents are just
Casualties of uninvited
War
Stains are so deep
Unable to wash
Mother Nature is
On weep
Shading crimson
Drops
 
Slowly silently time moved on
Drizzling rhythmically
Sky is on mourn
 
Asif Balouch
Copyright December 31,2015
 
Asif Baloch
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Forgotten
 
My stars are vanished
since dark clouds has rised
my life blew away like smoke
without trace, in the sky
 
I reached like a blind
to grab hand of love
thorns and stones
been gifted for my entire life
 
Now I don't know, where  I'm going
where I am, dream like feelings
are stuck in my frame
 
standing in the mist
of gloomy hopes
searching for those words
which did went lost
crying like a child
with no tears to shed
I have become that book
which is unable to read
stumbling and roaming
like slumdog cloud
weeping for those lost ones
with no rain to drop
screaming and crying
with no sound to hear
I have turned into that leprechuan
to whom everyone do fear
love is fake or do I have become fake
I see my appereance in mirror with full of hate
 
just falling thoughts has become
my companion since lonesome past
my present is filled with
black and darkened nights
still hope lurks for my future, that
I might see a glimpse of sunlight
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no reason to live a life at full, asif
is what I had left
I have been forgotten, or
been forgot what I could get
 
Asif Baloch
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Gloom Of Age
 
there I saw
the lurking pain,
sadness and anger
in the words
written by past
 
there I felt
incomplete love
with yearns and hope
for one last
brighter sun
 
alas! why are you
weeping or wailing, asif
for not being discovered
 
look what happen to those
who were been found
by each other
to get destroyed?
-
ah! my friend, my soul
my secret keeper
loneliness is curse
through years my love
it is grief in the heart
which is never cured, never tend
alone gloom of age makes
dark thy face and
thy life of grace draws
near its end
 
-
This poem which I wrote is in response of the one I read, written by a fellow poet
' Lady Grace ' - ' A silver wedding anniversary ' here on PH
 
Asif Baloch
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Haiku
 
Slowly sipping bru
Oozing in depths
Sky is on mourn
 
Asif Baloch
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Haiku - Aching
 
Aching with a deep pain
inside my lonely heart
only my heart knows the
taste of my tears dropped
 
Asif Baloch
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Haiku – My Biography
 
What you want to see
There’s nothing to show
Just shattered dreams
And tormented soul
 
Asif Baloch
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Have You Ever-1
 
Have you ever felt
Lost and alone
With people all around
And known as none
Smiling with sadness
In your eyes
Weeping blood tears
Drops inside
Echoing music puts lashes
On your soul
Tearing away all your
Last hopes
Giggles and laughs doth
Wants you to die
Forcing you to look in
Death angel eyes
 
Have you ever felt
Destroyed
Hoping for hope to stand
One last time
Yearning for love and to
Smile
Feeling like divested
Bier
Untouchable, unwanted
Forbidden
Left in the desert for
Vultures and stink
 
Asif Baloch
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Heart
 
How one expects
Love and peace
From that
Which is nothing but
Piece of meat and
Muscles
 
Alas! Balouch
Tis' Made of mud
Part of us, cracked
Hardness, harshness
Inherited
 
Asif Balouch
Copyright December 14,2015
 
Asif Baloch
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Help Me Stand
 
Help me stand on
My feet
Walk few steps then
Just leave
Leave some marks on
My soul
With some love fill
This hole
Thoughts of love and
Feelings of pain
Runs like venom
In my veins
Reborn every night
And die every day
The tears of blood
My heart sheds in dismay
 
Asif Baloch
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Help Me Stand-
 
Help me stand on
My feet
Walk few steps then
Just leave
Leave some marks on
My soul
With some love fill
This hole
Thoughts of love and
Feelings of pain
Runs like venom
In my veins
Reborn every night
And die every day
Tears of blood
My heart sheds in dismay
 
Asif Baloch
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Hope - Haiku
 
I hope for my hope to come
but my hopes are hopping
around in the garden
 
Asif Baloch
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Hope Of Light
 
Read my eyes filled
Loneliness resides
Touch my soul with
Barren desires
Sing a song in
Darkened night
There might find lost
Hope of light
Once I walked tall
Now bend on my knees
Staring the stream
Flow slowly calmly
There asif lies with
Satisfied smile
Glaring me, inviting me
To become one again
 
Asif Baloch
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How Long
 
The lines of sadness
Is written all over him
No love no hate
How long did it take?
 
The loneliness and sorrow
Is surrounding him in a halo
Taunting night and day
How long did it take?
 
Heart does not follow
Soul has already swallow
The poison given by fate
How long did it take?
 
Now whole day he sits in a pain
No love or hate to gain
Waiting for his death to come
Thinking about only this one
How long will it take?
 
Asif Baloch
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How Will I Show You My Face?
 
On the time of judgment day
When there will be no mountains or plains
The earth will turn into pan
And there will be no hiding place
When you will order me to stand on my grave
How will I show you my face?
 
The message of love and peace
Was put on my shoulders by thee
I failed and I am disgraced
How will I show you my face?
 
This world created by thee
Filled with fruits, flowers and
Beautiful trees
Was destroyed just because of me
How will I show you my face?
 
The nymphs sent by thee
A gift of love and purity
For few minutes of pleasure and desire
I murdered every second of humanity
How will I show you my face?
 
Asif Baloch
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Hum Dekhain Gay - We Shall See
 
Hum Dekhain Gay
-We shall see
Lazim Hai ke hum Bhi Dekhain Gay
-It is necessary that we shall also see
Woh Din ke Jis ka Wadah Hai
-That day which has been promised
Jo Loh-e-Azl pe Likha hai
-Which is written with God's ink
Hum Dekhain Gay
-We shall see
 
Jab Zulm-o-Sitam ke Koh-e-garaan
-When the mountains of cruelty and torture
Ruii ki Tarah Urd Jain Gay
-Will fly like pieces of cotton
Hum Mehkumoon ke Paun Talay
-Under the feet of the governed
Yeh Dharti Dhard Dhard Dhardkay gi
-This earth will quake
Aur Ehl-e-Hukum ke Sar Uper
-And over the head of the ruler
Jab Bijli kard Kard Kardke gi
-When lightening will thunder
Hum Dekhain Gay
-We shall see
 
Jab Arz-e-Khuda ke kabay se
-When from God's Mecca
Sab but Uthwaaiy Jain gay
-All the idols will be shattered
Hum Ehl-e-Safa Mardood-e-Haram
-Us people standing in the mosque
Masnad pe Bithaaiy jain gay
-Will be elevated to a higher platform
Sab Taaj Uchalay jain gay
-All the crowns will be tossed
Sab Takht Giraaiy Jain gay
-All the thrones will be toppled
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Bas Naam rahay Ga Allah ka
-Then only God's name will remain
Jo Ghayab Bhi hai Hazir Bhi
-Who is both absent and present
Jo nazir bhi hai manzar bhi
-Who is both the observer and the view itself
Uthay ga Analhaq ka Naara
-When the anthem of truth will be raised
Jo Main bhi Hun aur Tumbhi ho
-Who I am and you are as well
Aur Raaj karay gi khalq-e-Khuda
-And the people of God will reign
Jo main bhi hun aur tum bhi ho
-Who I am and you are as well
 
Hum Dekhain Gay
-We shall see
Lazim Hai ke hum Bhi Dekhain Gay
-It is necessary that we shall also see
Hum Dekhain Gay
-We shall see
 
Written By Faiz Ahmed Faiz
Translated by Ayesha Kaljuvee
 
Asif Baloch
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I Am Still Me
 
I am something that I wasn’t suppose to be
I was human full of love and purity
Now I am savage a selfish killer
Who loves his own dignity
Once I was loved with respect
To all kind
Now they are scared and terrified
Of my sight
Just because of greed and to get
Higher authority
I kill myself every day every night
With brutality
I don’t know when that day will come
When I will become we
Cause till now I am still me
 
Asif Baloch
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I Did Wept
 
I did wept for all my life
Happy feelings long since died
Kingdom of loneliness does resides
Lurking shadows, howling soul
Rusted heart once was gold
Eyes thus faded aging old
 
Stuck into the myth of thoughts
Yearned for life which never ought?
Running away here and there
Stumbling, climbing on the
Mountain of sorrows
Wanted smiles but couldn’t
Borrow
 
Soon I will be lost in this mist
Forgotten thus even exist
Loosing self is best for all
Just let go wounded soul
Make it escape from this
Dark hole
 
I will keep an eye when it leaves
Slowly, painfully gliding free
Once out it would again smiles
Neither regrets nor denials
 
Asif Baloch
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I For Me
 
A candle is burnt away! asif
just few dying sparks are
breathing steadily
 
All thou's and thy's
were sacrificed on thee
to make thee smile
to make thee feel
 
all we's and our's
are lost in the mist
of darkness and miseries
of sorrows and dinials
 
just unworthy piece of
muscles is left
of dying soul
of rusted gold
which once brightly shone
 
no sounds no sights
are here anymore
neither bright skies
nor rainbows
do smile anymore
just lonesome thoughts
of I for me is left
 
Asif Baloch
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I Saw An Angel
 
A mother wearing dark
Black cloth
Waiting, weeping and searching
For her child
Gathering rose petals from
Divested ground
I saw an angel who spread
All around
 
Pity and sorrow written allover
Their face
Limbed, paralyzed and destroyed
Forfeit by human race
But still they smile with
Playful eyes
I saw an angel who
Forgot to fly
 
Sitting on the ground with
Worn out cloths
Playing with toys thou made
Of shells and stones
Sitting in a car of
Imaginary ride
I saw an angel playing
Seek and hide
 
Hunger and poverty
As fate destined
Desperate need for just
Single bite
Standing by the window of
Shimmering lights
I saw an angel who
Ran of fright
 
The greed for more power
And black gold
Knowing its not rite
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But they hide in their pride
They are human but no
Humanity left inside
I saw an angel who falls
Every moment and
Weep with painful cry
 
Asif Baloch
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I Wail Not
 
You are not the only
in this wide miserable world, asif
there are many who die every death
 
to wear the veil of tears
to lie on thornful bed
and yearn with full of sighs
I wail not, just to cry
 
to gather all pieces those shattered
to beg with open palms
and hopes are about to die
I wail not, just to cry
 
to see with tearless eyes
to hurt with no pain inside
and plead for merciful sight
I wail not, just to cry
 
to think with no thoughts to born
to breath with no air to inhale
I saw a casket of miseries and
he is saying goodbye to this miserable life
I wail not, just to cry
 
Asif Baloch
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I Wail With Silent Cry
 
I was born as a useless being
Sent in the myth of painful scene
Chain of venomous thorns put on me
Each moment when it ties
I wail with a silent cry
 
I write with trembling hands
I try but could not stand
I weep with no tears left to shed
Soul is haunted by lonely thoughts
I wail with a silent cry
 
My eyes open wide but still in dreams
My lips are sealed but I hear painful screams
My heart, alas my poor heart
Sings a sad song of love to be
Standing alone and no one by my side
I wail with a silent cry
 
Asif Baloch
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I Want To Write
 
I want to write on something
Extreme
Make you to hear my painful
Screams
Screams of my heart and
Tormented soul
Screams of those yearnings which
Never yearned
 
I want to write on feeling I
Gained
Make you to feel my inner
Pain
Pain of loneliness and
Shattered dreams
Pain of the lost love which
Never ought
 
I want to write on my dying
Heart
Make you to weep just single
Tear drop
Tear for the rhymes I wrote
With blood
Tear of sympathy of not
Being loved
 
I want to write on death
Instead
Make you to smile and toast
Thou raised
Toast for the death of another
Useless being
Toast for the broken heart with
Hushed screams
 
Asif Baloch
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I Willl Love You, Love You
 
Dedicated to some unknown Angle, My Unborn Love
 
I will love you like this
my love
like no one have ever
love before
in my sleep, in my dreams
in my journey to the world
I will take you where ever I go
 
I will become that child
who loves its car, ball or a doll
which is his only his
and most precious of all
 
I will sleep in your arms
just like a new born
who loves his womb
made of tenderness, petal rose
 
I will love you, love you
to the end of this world
I will love you, love you
for every breath I ever take
I will love you, love you
in every happiness and sorrows of life
I will love you, love you
till death do us apart
 
some love are lost
some love are found
but asif! your love is that one
which is unable to found
yearning and pleading is
what written in your fate
loneliness is that dear friend
which will leave when you will dorwn
in the depths of that salty stream
which is almost dry...
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Asif Baloch
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I Wish We Were~
 
I wish we were
Like birds
No bounds, no boundaries
No borders
 
Free spreading wings
Flew in sky's
Hop in meadows
Singing heart desires
Whole world as home
Single room enough
To survive
No struggle for royalties
No sleepless nights
 
I wish we were
Like breeze
No bounds, no boundaries
No borders
 
Floating around
With ease
North, south, east, west
As pleased
Playing with flowers
With tease
No captivating thoughts
Just released
Feeling butterflies
Tender feets
Following bees
Buzzing fleet
 
Alas! Balouch
I wish we were
Like those humans
No bounds, no boundaries
No borders
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Angelic heart and
Devine soul to feel
Created with love
And peace
Made lords on
All other breeds
Fruits, flowers, honey
To get pleased
No satanic thoughts
No devilish greed
With love and loyalty
Treating everyone
As free
 
Asif Balouch
Copyright January 12,2016
Picture by Bong Oi Ngo from Pinang Malaysia,
 
Asif Baloch
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Ice Tears
 
Please do come sometimes
to this way
fill me with lovely words
and hold my castle
made of clay
dropp some rubies and
diamonds
touch my soul with
whispering wisps
gather the rusted gold
of my broken life
pick the pieces of my
shatered desires
wipe the tears off my
barren eyes
write the stories to
make me smile
sing the song of
love and hope
persue me to keep
grip on silky rope
 
Please, please
please
 
please do come sometimes
in my dreams
put your hand and
hush these screams
 
here see
I'm begging
and
on my knees
I have cried
all my life
cried with tears
which turned into ice
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Asif Baloch
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Insanity Begins
 
Memories vanished
Thoughts mingled
Numb and no feelings
Insanity begins
 
World of darkness
Hopes with hopelessness
Sleep without dreams
Insanity begins
 
Denial and misery
Soul without body
Heart with no hopes
Insanity begins
 
Climbing with no end
Dying without death
Breathing with no air
Insanity begins
 
To be loved with no love
To be touched with no hands
I have become forbidden
Insanity begins
 
Heart gave a cry
Soul put a sad smile
A poem written by blood
Insanity begins
 
Asif Baloch
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Jester
 
I want to tell thee
how much I'm lonely
How I feel falling
day and night
life barren and thirsty
for just single love sight
 
I want to tell thee
Why my soul wails
with hushed cries
wants to escape but
chained inside
 
I want to tell thee
When the lashes of hate
put by fate
tore away hopes
made of clay
wishing to die
another death
gashed my wrists but
no blood left to shed
 
I want to tell thee
What I have become
standing in the crowd
known as none
hopes and wishes
long since gone
 
I want to tell thee
the story of me....
 
tell who?
someone
someone who?
no one....
 
you are just a jester, asif
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who jest on the page
to whom you are talking
no one is here
to read your thoughts
and cure you with their tears
 
Asif Baloch
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Journey Of Tear
 
From an eye a tear just shed
Traveling through the mist
To sleep in earthly bed
 
On the way it carried dreams
Dropping down with hushed screams
Dreams and screams of loneliness
Feelings of stumbling and falling thoughts
Thoughts thou full of emptiness
Only few words that vibrates
Words put lashes on tormented soul
Whipping away the hope of love
Forcing heart to flood out gold
Gold as white and transparent inside
Reaching and climbing up above high 
Towards the door of sadness and denial
Yearning to fall down to earthly womb
To be destroyed, vanished and fall sleep
For eternity
 
Asif Baloch
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Juggler
 
The juggler was sent
And juggles all day
It shows us the tricks
Plays with us whole day
The tricks of feelings
And broken dreams
Feelings of someone
Next to your heart
Dreams of falling in love
And never be apart
Huh! What a joke
Sent by the god
To show us the tricks
And break us apart
 
Asif Baloch
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Knight's Tale~
 
......Haiku......
 
Stand stiff strong lone knight
Lance polished, dipped, tipped
A Castle to conquer
 
Copyright December 24,2015
 
Asif Baloch
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Lashes
 
Stop hurting me with the
Lashes of feelings
Everyday
Instead of pulling and
Hurting me
Here and there
Just instantly take my
Breath away
Leave me in the form
Of dismay
I promise there will be
No more
Any kind of astray
 
Asif Baloch
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Like A Divine
 
I'm the one who's born by fate
by the mud, in the slime
my fragrance is not of this world
my appearance is like a divine
 
I'm the king, prince of my dark world
my treasure is full of shattered of hopes
no cupids, no angel wants to hug or hold
I'm the keeper of my own shrine
my appearance is like a divine
 
huh! my appearance is like a divine................
 
I begged and plead on heavens door
I asked and yearned for just a glimpse of love
alas! but all my pleads were thrown aside
I'm the keeper of my own shrine
huh! my appearance is like a divine
 
they say, asif! keep a grip on faith
this time will pass away of wrath of hate
the brightness is on its way, you just have to wait
ah! my sun of hopes has set without even shine
I'm the keeper of my own shrine
huh! my appearance is like a divine
 
thus now my breaths are breaking like
weak thread
my heart felts like it never had
the sound of thuds and flow of lime
I'm watching the casket of me and
no one by my side
I'm the keeper of my own shrine
huh! my appearance is like a divine
 
Asif Baloch
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Listen
 
Listen
Voices are so loud
Deafening me
Cries and sobs
Bleeding humanity
If I can hear
Than why can't you
 
Listen
To prayers and pleads
Of innocence heart
Whilst binding hands
Beginning forgiveness
For undone sins
Driven away by
Humans harshness
If I can hear
Than why can't you
 
Listen
To angels in grief
With silent tears
Once a playground
Now battlefield
Mother gathering
Rose petals from
Devastated ground
Once tended with care
Now spread all around
Trying listening to
Familiar sound
Mother I'm here
If I can hear
Than why can't you
 
Listen
To climates change
Unstable weathers
Tsunami emerges
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Earthquake shakes
To wake us
On humans ignorance
And tyranny
Nature is in rage
If I can hear
Than why can't you
 
Please listen
Before tis too late
Remove blinded veils
Clear your hearts
With love we can
Climb mountain tops
Alas, those fading away
Memories of happiness
Songs
Still if I can hear
Than why can't you
 
Asif Balouch
Copyright December 15,2015
 
Asif Baloch
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Loosing Self
 
Those words which I wrote
on the canvas of my thoughts
are scattered all around
 
Those dreams which  I sew
with the thread of hopes
are broken and gone
 
Those wishes thus I made
to be loved not hate
are flooded and drowned
 
no hopes remained to be cleft
no wishes to be made
no dreams to be found
no rising to the sky
no falling to the ground
no feelings are left
no happiness do accept
my being my fate
 
in the mirror as i once saw
a smiling face, full of love
is faded and gone
 
Ah! just the thought of
loosing self is left
or I may be lost
 
Asif Baloch
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Lost Prayers
 
Asif, why are you
mumbling to yourself
have you become lost or
lost is what you wants to get
 
all my prayers vanished
in the air
some went here
some went there
some are lying still
on the palms of my hands
some are waiting to
get fall from my wails
some are forgotten
some are still here
to weep and laugh
whilst shading tears
weep on there weakness
for lying still
laugh on my state of
tormented and forbidden
 
Asif Baloch
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Lost Soul
 
Pierced my heart
Rhymes thus I wrote
Love and loneliness
On the tide of thoughts tho float
 
Trembling like a leaf
Ready to fall
Falling like this
Never to rise
Floating in the winds
Of sorrows and denials
Thinking with the heart
Brain is froze
 
Yearns and sighs
Filled in the air
Waving like a blind
For hand to hold
Crying like a child
For motherly love
Forgot the reality
I’m aging old
 
I never have accomplished
Anything in this life
Thinking like a fool that
He might, put the time on hold
Pleading and crying
Wondering in the mist
I’m the one they call
Miserable, lost soul
 
Asif Baloch
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Love
 
one lip one touch
two bodies one soul
this is what is called love
 
Asif Baloch
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Love - Haiku
 
Older branches, newer buds
Wants to bloom again
Aware of winters harshness
 
Asif Baloch
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Love Doth As I Know -1
 
Love doth as I know
Is yearning for all life long?
Waiting to be hold, hug or kiss
Lying on the flames of denial
Woke but still in dreams
Wounds with no blood left to shed
Joyness thou long since dead
Smiles without liveliness
Laugh filled loneliness
Neither living nor dying
Trembling soul grieving heart
Listens to whispering wisps
 
Asif Baloch
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Make Me Sleep
 
Here is the dagger
as I put
pierce my heart
as you would
 
there you find
nothing but
lazy thuds and
broken breaths
hold it on the
palm of your hand
squeez it,
tear it,
gash it
 
pull me out from
this misery
burn my desires and
the feelings tho I feel
save me from lonesome thoughts
help me to die, one last time
sing a lullaby to make me sleep
sleep like this never to wake
sleep with peace and love filled dreams
 
Asif Baloch
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Manipulated
 
Love, desires
Sadness, sorrows
Whatever they show
We just follow
 
War, destruction
Capturing new lands
Standing stiff on
Corpses with smirking gaze
 
Kingdom of love, peace
Long since dead
Kingdom of hatred, darkness
Has just began
 
Once dominating specie
Become slaves
Those who were made
For us are smiling
On this pitiful race
 
God have created
With passion from
Gardens gate
Is destroyed by us
Just dust which remains
 
Stuck in vulnerable,
Invulnerable state
We humans are
So easy to manipulate
 
Alas! Asif
That day is not far off
When we regret
Whilst rubbing our hands
Than no pleads will be listened
No spirit will remains to pray
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Me & The Angel Of Death
 
Me
 
Ah there you are
I waited for thee
My whole life
 
Don’t stand there
Come and hug me
Hold me tight
 
Give me shadow
From the heat
Of this world
 
Protect me, take care of me
And take me
To your world
 
Cure me, sooth me
Put your lips on
my injured soul
 
Death Angel
 
O dear child
Don’t weep, don’t cry
I am here to give
You love which
You felt entire Your life
 
I’ll take care of you
Hug you, hold you tight
I’ll take you there
To the world of love
 
Me
 
Today I want to dance
I want to sing
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I want to laugh
Laugh with joy
Which I feel inside
My lonely heart
 
She is here
To give me love
To take me away
Away from here
Where I never
Fell in love
 
To the world of silence
To the world of mystery
To the world of pure love
 
Asif Baloch
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Me And My Agony
 
Do I have to
wait for sunshine
in my life
for one time
sometimes I feel
like a lost soul
trapped in a
dark hole
only one way
to get in
there is no way
to get out
lost in the world
of silence
where there is
no one
just me and
my agony
 
Asif Baloch
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Me, My Heart & Soul
 
What is that smell
Something is burning
Melting and bursting
Deep inside me
 
My heart is hurting
Rising and falling
Trying and struggling
To beat happily again
 
There is sparking
Smoke is rising
Blurring and blinding
My sad lonely eyes
 
There is a shadow
Standing with halo
Whispering to my soul
Time to die, look into my eyes
 
Leave this rusty cage
It got nothing but rage
It’s on the tip of the edge
Once felled never to raise
 
I'm fighting, weeping and crying
Begging, cursing and hurting
With my heart to
Beat happily again
 
With my soul not to
Leave me behind
In this world of denial
Where I'm alone, lost and forsaken
 
Asif Baloch
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Mingled Thoughts
 
Tears tho i shed
turns into rhymes
with blood thus I wrote
stories of denials
 
Rising falling everyday
staring into fake display
a canvas which I put on wall
turned white, colorless
reflecting pale
 
The sorrow tho I wore
I knead them with tears
a sack full of pain
is my earning put by fate
 
The yearnings thus I yearn
promissed love of my own
boat made of hopes
flooded away by denials
 
Asif Baloch
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Miserable Thoughts
 
I was hit by something strong
Which made me to stumble on the ground
Entered my heart like piercing blade
Tearing away hopes thus made of thread
Hushed the howling soul and
Made it numb and lost
Gave the feelings of cold and frost
I gathered myself to look the wound
Became stoned and amazed
When I search it through
I pulled it out and placed it
On the palm of my hands
With awed and confused put a sneerful gaze
It was breathing steadily with few
Breaths of life
It was nothing but my broken
And miserable thoughts
 
Asif Baloch
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Misery
 
There is a door which I found no key
there is a veil past which I could not see
I closed my eyes, there you were
Like a shadow infront of my eyes
I opened my eyes there was no one,
Just me! Standing alone in a painful misery
 
Asif Baloch
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Missing Pieces
 
dreams are wondering
in foggy mist
trying and searching
for love filled bliss
 
bliss
alas! bliss
 
life is shattered
like broken glass
memories are mingled
like jigsaw puzzle
thoughts are
in the search of
missing pieces
 
Asif Baloch
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Moth And A Flame
 
To the distance as I see
A beauty dancing so gracefully
Smiling lovingly with inviting glare
Golden hairs and beautiful face
Made me drunk and I forgot everything else
I took a flight on stumbling ride
Reached in front of her and sung a rhyme
 
“Thou art as I see what a beauty
Golden hairs waving in a breeze
Once felled in your lovely eyes
I kept lying and shalt never rise”
 
She smiled and said to me with saddened face
Tears in her eyes and yearning grace
I burn my inner self to spread a light
Helping those who are scared of dark tides
I’m symbol of peace, love and literacy
They don’t cares what went through me
No one ever loves me it’s written in my fate
Giving away peace in return hate what I get
I burn and burn all night long
Staying alone and die on my own
 
Who said no one loves you
I am here and was made for you
I born everyday to die every night
To hug you, love you and hold you tight
I love only thee it is my kind destiny
Sacrificing my life just for your one kiss of eternity
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Mother Nature
 
...Haiku...
 
Pin drop silence
Scattered clouds
Beware natures wrath
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My Ambitious Is Dead
 
Exhaling life
Inhaling death
Dream of lies
Love is fake
Smirked face
Unknown race
Desperately waiting
To fed on rest
Falling, climbing
Feelings thus hate
Trying but not getting
Is my fate
Wanting to see
With blind folded eyes
Listening to song
With deafened ears
Feelings thou felt
Has long since gone
Trying to rise but
My ambitious is dead
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My Appeal
 
My life blew away
Like a smoke in the sky
Suddenly I fell down
From up above high
Life was never mine
Even I’m unable to die
I was never close to my heart
Thou my soul has denied
Now I don’t know what to do
Where to go, whom to ask
There’s only One in this universe
Who could hear, who could help
Help me out from this depth
When I went in front of him
Bowed with shivering
And presented my appeal
He listened to it
With my weeps and cries
But in the end he also denied
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My Companion
 
All games has been played
all tears has been shed
all yearns has been cried
all hopes has been lost
 
Storm that once roared
is silent and torn
tired of trying to
drizzle some dews
on the land barren and dry
 
All birds are numb
and butterflies are dead
yearn to sing and kiss
is vanished, lost and gone
 
All flowers has been burned
and rainbows turned to gloom
shadows are my only companion
my lover till I'm doomed
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My Dad
 
Those days are gone, when I was born
I Born with a cry and made everyone smile
When I opened my eyes and saw someone there
That someone was my handsome Dad
As he hold me with all love and care
I thought my whole world is here
He took and showed me to everyone
And said when he’ll grow up he’ll be the one
The one who will look alike me
And never make anyone to forget me
Those days are gone now I’m all alone
There’s nothing left just painful memories
 
(I love you Dad Always)
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My Dream
 
I think of one thing
only one thing I think
will I ever fall in love
or the thirst will remain
in my heart
 
I feel like a desert
carving for water
the rain of love will
ever fill my throat
 
Ah! I dont know
dont know for sure
this thirst for love will
ever be fulfilled
 
Soon I'll die with
the thirst inside me
and no one will be here
to fulfill my dream
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My Friends
 
I am watching
Lights are shimmering
Music is echoing
Everyone is here
Dancing and enjoying
Giggling and laughing
Party is on
They are my friends
Always been so near
Here since the day
I was born
They know everything
My weeping, my crying
They never leave me alone
They make me sleep
Sings a lullaby
Sooths me, holds me
And takes me to the
World of dreams
They are humble
They are true
They will walk me through
Through the span
Loneliness, Misery,
Agony and pain
They are my friends
And they will stay till the end
-----
Span (the distance between life and death)
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My Heart Still Morns
 
I'm some mistake of fate
I'm that shattered glass,
which many times did cleft
 
Many dreams are forgotten
many pearls are lost
my eyes went blind
my heart still morns
 
Love is not taketh
its giveth they say
I get neither
my heart still morns
 
I'm that voyager
who searched for life
life did forbid me
my heart still morns
 
My heart still morns..
 
Lo my heart
O my dear
don't you weep
now don't shed tears
you were created
to stay alone
yearn for happiness
and die on your own
leave those cries and
screams for me
hush you now and sooth
those wounds so deep
cure and care
are not made for thee
lullaby I may sing
to make thee sleep
tenderly and lovingly
I'll watch you leave
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to lie on the thorns
of enternity sleep
 
Lo my heart
O my dear
how long will you morn
of loneliness and fear
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My Honey Bite
 
Heart thou cries
With tale of denials
 
Is there love or
Just a joke
To make our lives
Manipulated and lost
I waited I yearned
Feelings thus burned
Tears of blood
Dried and gone
 
Soul doth smiled
Tears of heart did wiped
Said with so much love
In its lonely eyes
This is what love is
My honey bite
 
 
The flower smiles to sunny ray
Dancing and swaying breezy way
Waiting for its love all day long
Wanting to be kissed by buzzy sound
A moth doth live for just a day
Waits for night to hug flamed ray
It dies every second just to rise
To hold her, kiss her once a life
Sun flower loves with depths and highs
Glaring without a blink from dusk to rise
Just a single glimpse would be enough for life
After that there wont, be any regret or denies
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My Lonely Heart
 
My heart is lonely
My heart is weak
In search of someone
Which will never be seek
All it wants to be loved
To be cured
Now it’s weeping
For broken dreams
Again it is falling
Into darkness today
Dying and crying
Day by day
Falling, climbing
and Reaching
Like a blind
Forsaken child
Searching for unknown
Hands to hold him tight
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My Sin
 
They are here to take me away
One on the right and other on the left
Walk me through the valley of death
Take me there in front of him
To give the answers of my sins
 
The sound came from somewhere
I can hear but can’t see him
He ordered me to kneel in front of him
The game of questions and answers begin
He told me for my sins, what I gained
 
Down there you suffered agony and pain
Up here suffering will be the same
There will not be a pity on your soul
You will be punished and tormented whole
You will be killed and reborn again
To feel the true meaning of a pain
 
I asked him what was the fault of mine
The weeps and cries you put on my destined
Was I born to suffer the painful agony?
And there was no love in the world for me
 
I obeyed the laws made by you
And never hurt anyone or went against you
All I asked you to make someone for me
The one who will love me for me
If asking to be loved was my fault
Then I’m ready for the sins against me you hold
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My Tribute To Beautiful Minds
 
Feelings that I feel inside
Respect for the beautiful minds
They walk in front I follow them
With my head bowed and crossed my hands
The tears of joy for being with them
Stays on my lids as I read there thoughts
They read and write comments on my rhymes
They make me something which I’m not
By giving me space in the world of there thoughts
For me I’m nothing but a speck of sand
Struggling and trying to fit in this land
The land of kings and queens every where
Singing and spreading the lovely rhymes
Some are sad some in love
Some can see beyond this world
There are some who shows us dreams
With pen dip in love and sympathy
These lines are written as a tribute to them
For being so generous and kind to me
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Night, Nights Sleepless
 
Night, nights sleepless eyes wide
sleep comes as disguise
Thou you asked love to
lend some happiness
fate has gifted you
sadness for life
 
Night, nights sleepless eyes wide
sleep comes as disguise
all boats are gone
and flooded away
your loved ones pierced
you with dagger of lies
 
Night, nights sleepless eyes wide
sleep comes as disguise
now why are you smiling
whilst bleeding tears
your sun is set
before even rise
 
Night, nights sleepless eyes wide
sleep comes as disguise
there was just a hope
on a peck of straw
alas! it is also burnt
now ashes doth lies
 
Night, nights sleepless eyes wide
sleep comes as disguise
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No End
 
There is no feeling
left inside me
feelings of love
which I wanted
for me
I spent my whole life
like a voyager
in search of a
destination which
was love
the journey still is on
with no end
is there any destination
for me to land
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No More
 
On the book of my fate
written no love, but hate
why to wail now, asif
when past is gone and
blured with tears
 
tenderness is fake
to be loved is lie
hopes are floating in the gloom
no tears left to cry
 
all wailings are silent
all screamings are hushed
the faded glass has cleft
with wrath it's been crushed
 
all feelings are gone
all thoughts are dead
I am no more and
no more I will be here
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No Regrets
 
No regrets
Nay I have no regrets
For the time that passed away
Joys and happiness died
Loneliness and sorrows
Tiptoed into my life
 
No regrets
Nay I have no regrets
For the feelings doth burned
And the yearnings never yearned
Smiles those faded away
Lies of life which did betray
 
No regrets
Nay I have no regrets
For love which never become mine
And searching like fool and blind
Lashes those put by thoughts
Snatched away all last hopes
 
Now I am lying on the bed
Made of thorns and venomous blades
Looking into the cold and frigid eyes
Pleading her to take my soul away
Once dead there will be no regrets
Nay there will be no regrets
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Once
 
As I walked through
The valley of
Shadow and death
I looked behind
And saw no one
Crying
Crying and calling
For me not to go
I felt empty
I felt shallow
I felt the feeling
Which I’m unable
To know
I’m crying
With no tears
I’m wailing
With no sound
I’m begging to be
Loved once
Once which never
Came in my life
Soon I’ll become the
Part of that Once
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One Moment
 
One moment
Alas! That one moment
I’m still waiting for it to come
My fate is slow and time is on the run
 
A dog is howling in despair
Someone is dying or
Maybe my death is near
I'm Trying to grab the hope
Dreams thus shattered
Soul is choked by strop
 
I feel like divested ground
Barren with no sight or sound
No birds, cupids or butterflies
Comes this way
Flower thus burned ashes doth flay
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Pain
 
Time by time, day by day
I think of one thing
When my pain will go away
Pain of loneliness and
Forgotten dreams
Dreams of having any
Loving memories
Memories of someone to
Be next to me
Who loves me, hold me and
Take care of me
Dreams thou I have but
No memories
Pain is written on my fate
which will never end
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Painter
 
painting was painted
and hanged on the wall
people are entering
the exhibition is on
everyone is watching and
have an idea of there own
the true meaning of painting
is lost and gone
the painter standing in the corner
smiling on there thoughts
with sadness in his smile
and tears once that dropped
 
-
 
I'm thankful to my friend and fellow poet Ashraful Musaddeq for encouraging and
helping me out in the completion of this poem....
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Peaches~
 
......Haiku......
 
Thick and rough outer layer
Holds hidden treasures
Plumped Mouth watering satisfaction
 
Copyright Dec 8 2015
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Plead
 
O! dear dark angel
take my soul away
away from here
of the land of pain
pain of loneliness
pain of sorrow
where each day it dies
with weeps and cries
to the world of happiness
to the world of love
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Prey
 
Suffering, agony, misery and pain
Those are my beautiful names
 
When there’s a love or happy moments
I enter in there life on very instant
 
I live on the heart and soul of those
Who weeps and cries to be loved for just once
 
I love to play and earn my found
And stay with them until they are
6 Feet under the ground
 
Once they are gone on there way
I start hunting again for my new prey
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Punishment
 
Unwanted feelings
Destroyed thinking
Shattered breaths
Inhaling tears
Exhaling pain
What I have become
I’m unable to explain
Wanting to be touched
Asking to be loved
That’s the sin
What I made
If not loved
At least lend me hate
Hate me from the
Depths of your heart
Hurt me, hit me and kick me
Like unwanted stone
Laying in the middle
Of your path
Ask me, force me
To free that shattered soul
From my unworthy body cage
Hold it, grab it, squeeze it, tore it
Like useless piece of meat
A colt lying in my chest
Just shading tears of blood
Night and day
Help me, save me
From the whips of feeling
And lashes of thoughts
A punishment of fate
Put on me for eternity
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Race
 
Pace by pace
My life is on
The haste
The race is on
I am on the lead
There is no one
To defeat
My feelings are odd
End is near
But no one is here
To give me hug
To embrace
To congrats me for
Winning the race
And tells me
Your are the best
One of a kind
Who completed
This test
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Rage Against My Heart
 
Today I’m furious
I’m in rage
I want to tear you out
From my chest cage
You made me something
Which I never wanted to be
Now I’m lost and lonely
Because of thee
I wanted to be free
To enjoy, to smile
Now I’m weeping for love
Which will never be mine?
Living in the world of
Denial and misery
Where there’s no one
Just you and me
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Rain Of Love
 
Asif! I have spended the life in this yearn
That someday the rain of love
Will drizzle on me too
 
Today again I felt
Someone near
Dreamy fragrance as
She was here
The one with whom
I use to dance
In the land of rainbows
And love filled sounds
 
Alas!  Today again
I did cried
Smiled sadly and gathered
Broken desires
As I picked the pieces
Of shattered dreams
Become lost and hurt
As pain rose from the
Core of spine
 
As I tear a tear
There what I found
A lost child
Longing for motherly love
And desperate to
Reach the tender womb
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Room Of Gloom
 
I laugh when they laugh
I sing to kill my feelings
A smile with so much tears
Drizzle like rain silently
Inside
 
I want but I can’t get
A love which did forfeit
Left me on the venomous thorns
To glide
 
Once injuries now become scars
Left by painful thoughts
Thoughts of loneliness
And no one by
My side
 
Giggles and laughs in the air
Echos and explodes in my head
Tearing and ripping my soul a part
Forcing me on the flames
To ride
 
There is someone at the door
Trying to open and enter the gloom
Room of gloom where I hide
Covering my face and
Silently cry
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Sasui: Desi-Xvi (The Native)
 
1
 
I careless was first part of night;
so morning brought despair-
For while I slept my rider-spouse
for travel did repair;
For my destruction to prepare
at mid-night they did leave.
 
2
 
O mountain-, that does stand between
my love and me, thy threat is vain-
Had there a thousand mountains been
my longing would have crossed them all.
 
3
 
The sacred knot that love has tied
between Punhu and me...
Now in beauteous Bhambore to stay
Poison for me shall be...
Do not advise me sisters, to
return to home and glee;
Because my breath is property
of my beloved Hoat.
 
4
With linging I lay down, with eyes
awake and found no slept, he came
and then I could not rise-
Sisters I erred, for in what wise
is longing kin to sleep?
-
Few verses from one of the greatest poet (Shah Abdul Latif Bhittai)        whom I
love to read and try my level best to understand...one of the top most Poet in my
Poets list
(Translated From The Original Sindhi by Mrs..Lisa Qazi) 
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' whenever I hear your poems or name
lightning passes through my skin and viens
my body turns into a rigid form
my head saluts and bow on its own '- aijaz
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Say What To Say
 
Palmist reads palm
to describe destiny
your fate is doomed, asif
what your palm reading would be
 
Say what to say
there is nothing said
heart become mute
soul is sad
.......
 
thoughts are numb
lost in the mist
wondering and searching
for those words of bliss
......
 
all those storms are
quite and hushed
feelings of love are
lost cause of blush
......
 
tears went dry
eyes turned stone
I am dead or
my time might be close
......
 
say what to say
everything has been said
I am fool or
being fool what He expect
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Shattered Serenity~
 
'Thy do not speak
Tho eyes said a lot
Shattered serenity
Made me numb and lost'
 
All those smiles,
Happiness put aside,
Forgotten
Never to be found
'Thy lips did part
Pierced my heart
Shattered serenity
Made me numb and lost'
 
Alas! Balouch
Tho love is just illusion
A myth, Mad mens
Manipulated thought
To rise in emotions
To be drowned
In own tears drop
'Thy words still vibrates
Unfaithful gaze
Shattered serenity
Makes me numb and lost'
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Sleep
 
Balouch keeps grip on
Hope so tight
Asif wants to glide free
Tormented, shattered
Tortured by past
No happiness remains in me
 
Rose from pitch of darkness
Feelings tho I feel
Taunting, giggling,
Smirk face fate
Kept vultures eye
For soul to body leave
 
Make me rose petals bed
Sit beside where I lie
Sing a song with silent smile
Lullabies to make me calm
Before I was flying so high
Soon I will be six foot deep
Leaving the fake world behind
To meet my eternity sleep
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Slowly, Slowly
 
Slowly, slowly
Bit by bit,
Day by day
My life is
Fading away
Lost, lonely, hurt
My soul is
Weeping
Broken, shattered,
Weak
What my heart
Has become
No memories, no love
No feelings
I am dieing everyday
Slowly, slowly
Bit by bit
Day by day
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So Many (Incomplete)
 
With nails I've scratched
the dreams of my eyes
but still they do come
don't know why
 
So many yearns
so many love
so many tears
didn't even fall
 
so many feelings
so many hopes
so many lies
to make this life float
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Still Living
 
My heart is sorrow-cleft
and wounded i do live
fall from mountain
and drown in salty streams
 
Alas! my fellow friends,
my well wishers
do not ask me
to be happy
thus now
it's been decades,
since I last heard
the sound of smiles
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Stranger
 
In the mirror as I see
A stranger standing
In front of me
A face once full of
Life and smiles
Turned into broken and
Tormented by lies
Lurking shadows
Blown away smokes
Put off sparks
Lazy strokes
Sullen eyes
Saddened smile
Glaring me
Through painful sight
Asking me
What have I done?
Living in the world
Known as none
Rising every second
Just to fall
On the path of venomous thorns
I was forced to stroll
Was my life is that
What I see
Weeping and crying
For love to be
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Strings Attached
 
We follow the same pace
Same path
Of father, grandfather
Forefathers been
Strings attached but
Cannot be seen
 
War, destruction
Whatever shown
We see
Planted hatred
So deep
Strings attached but
Cannot be seen
 
Slaves of desires
Followers of heart
Blinded climbing
Steep
Strings attached but
Cannot be seen
 
Alas! Balouch
Humans are slaves
Of human
Slavery runs in
Our veins
Pawns of manipulating
Game
Strings attached but
Cannot be seen
 
Asif Balouch
Copyright December 8,2015
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Tear
 
in few lines
truth is defined
truth of love
feelings and mind
truth of a drop
dropped from an eye
fell on earthly bed
and rose with salty tides
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Thirst Within
 
I got lost in tears
those scattered all around
some went missing
some wants to be found
some are floating
some yearns to reach the ground
to fill the thirst within
to be withered and drown
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Tho You See
 
Tho you see
As I fall
Love to be
As fate destined
Weeping and hurting
With unseen pain
Lashes of whips put by
Unknown hands
Blood is dripping
From life long scars
Hurting and tearing
My soul apart
Poison of loneliness
Runs in my veins
I want to grab heart
And rip it of my chest
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Thougts
 
In the shadowed
And empty room
I sit on my bed
Glaring the gloom
Thinking with
Empty thoughts
Dreams thou I sew
Happiness brought
Empty feelings
Shattered dreams
Words thou I said
With no voice or sound
Vibrated the walls
Left and right
Here and there
Roamed all around
Came back to me
Forcing me to
Pull my hair
Crack my skull
With my own bare hands
Whipping sound
Pushed me on
Neither sky nor ground
Words like arrow
Shot in the air
Stuck in my heart
Making numb and stoned
I want to run
Away from here
Swim to the land
Few feet’s there
Pushing with
Shattered limbs
Yearning to feel
With finger tips
Each time I reach
It glides away
Smiling and laughing
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On my effort way
I’m stuck in the
Mud of slimy thoughts
A punishment for
The sins
That I never ought
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Tiny Bird
 
Tiny bird, scared to die
stumbling and fumbling
trying to fly
 
weeping and crying
whilst shading tears
terrified and scared
of unknown fears
waiting and wanting
to escape this cage
of love and purity
The One who made
he wails and yells
for hope of love
cries and begs
to let him go
but all pleads and
appeals has been denied
he have to wonder alone
in this prison for life
 
tiny bird,
now wants to die
all hopes are shattered
for love for life
 
O dear tiny bird
don't weep, don't cry
soon you'll be free
and fly in this beautiful sky
 
I'll be the one who is stuck
in this  and other life
loneliness is my fate
and alone I'll rise
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Touch
 
the sweet tenederous
feeling of love
which I feel inside
my lonely heart
the truth of not
being in love
is tearing me apart
the whips of feeling
are hurting my soul
twisting and moulding
like unwanted gold
the blood is dripping
from my injured soul
waiting and wanting
to be touched, to be healed
touch of dark angel
with cold frigid lips
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Two Lovers
 
Two lovers live together
But unable to know each other
One weeps night ad day
Other cries of dismay
Made by him and put in one cage
To lack for love forever
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Until End Of Your Part
 
The heavings waves of shore
tuants me and call me
come baloch, come
let us become the part
of eachother for eternity
 
He came on, fabolous steed
to take my pain away
which was at the edge of breed
 
I gave myself to glorious shores
and left asif behind
for world to feed
 
Alas Asif! alas brother
what a fate you have got
your loved ones have left you behind
even your soul wants to be torn apart
 
now why are you smiling
for what you are crying
they don't care if you are dying
on the pain of lonesome heart
the world keep growing
 
the stories will be written
the tales will be told
about that lost person
about that rustfull gold
who tried to reach the sky
for star to keep and hold
who asked flowers
to smile for him
who begged clouds
to wash his sins
 
Sins? ? ? ?  Ahh! ! Those Sins
 
sins of asking
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sins of wantings
sins of weeping
sins of believing
 
so many sins in a single being
how is he walking, carrying
burden of beliefs
scratching and tearing
a decade old wounds
holding carefully the
prism of tear
staring unblinkly with'
stone turned eyes
searching for future
but it's not there
 
Alas Baloch! alas brother
keep on writting
with the blood of heart
your words are your own
blew on flute and
keep on playing this sadened song
until end of your part
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Untold Story
 
Come with me
I show you thee
the shadow beneath
the candle dance
 
to me and thee
it hope to abod
and lighten up
the darkened night
 
but when I asked
the saddened beauty
how it feels to
stand still and stare upright
 
she speak to me
with tearful smile
shattered hopes
and yearn full sighs
 
long was the last night, asif
still longer will be tomorrow  night
stricken, sad and smitten with grief
I long for pure and love filled sight
 
breeze is blowing cold
still colder is my inner side
I give light and heat to world, but
beneath my feet is cold and shivering night
 
for me no pleasure can exceed
my heart is like an open book
yet you can see through my burning heart
but still give me a fearful look
 
alas! the light you see, dear
is not a burning flame
it is my heart that glows
cause of my lonesome fame
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loneliness is curse
and I'm cursed by fate
you will come to know for sure, when
all prayers and pleads will be turned down
from heaven's gate
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Unwanted
 
Life is gone
Thoughts were never my own
I asked for little happiness
Though it fell into darkness
Without even shone
Come and hug me
Hold me, love me
I give myself to you
Light of love has forbid me
I am forbidden
I am forsaken
I am that someone
No one ever wanted
He who has created me
Ah! He has also forgotten about me
I’m for sure he never even wanted me
That’s why he sent me
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Unworthy Cage
 
The words blurred
As the tears
Slowly rolled down
From my once
Dried and empty eyes
I’m unable to explain
The pain of the
Loneliness
The hunger for
Love
Which I felt
Entire my life
My death is near
But no one is here
To hold me
To love me
Just to be at my side
I’m lost in the
Darkness
Fog is falling
Shadows are
Surrounding
Life is laughing
Giggling and dancing
On the emptiness
Of my thoughts
My heart is dying
And soul is crying
Trying to get out
To depart from this
Unworthy cage
 
Asif Baloch
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Wailers Wail
 
In a piece of muscle
so many feelings
has been put
happiness has been put
sorrows has been put
 
I have heard the dying
voice in depths
silent cry rises
in loneliness
 
alas! a wailer wails miserably
in this way, asif or aijaz
as if!
chained by force 
in the darkened prison
 
Asif Baloch
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Waiting For Storm
 
What the fate has
Given me
A gift for tolerance
And serenity
The silver that spreads
Slowly, slowly
Like a plague
All over me
The thoughts and
Dreams
Dying with hushed cries
The feelings that I
Once owned
Has lost and gone
Since long
I have become like
A zombie
With nothing left
Inside
Just hunger for
Love
Which I could not
Find
Like a tree in the
Desert
Longing for a
Life
Looking at every
Cloud
That sometimes
Passed by
With pleads and
Begs
Inside his lonely
Eyes
Just wants drizzle of
Few drops
On his dry life
Praying for the storm
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To come
With lightning and
Thunder sound
Grab him with all
The force
And tear him of this
Devastated ground
 
Asif Baloch
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Wakeup
 
Today I saw someone
Who looks like an angle
With unexpected beauty
Which I have never seen
Eyes like ocean, so deep!
That I want to drown
Lips like petals, so red!
That I want it so close to mine
The essence of fragrances
Coming out of her body
Like roses in the garden of
Heaven on full bloom
Skin like a cream
So soft so sweet
Body like a fairy
With glowing energy
It sparks and twinkles
Just in front of my eyes
Hair like clouds
Spreading up above me
Far in the distant
Someone is calling my name
Wakeup Asif wakeup
It’s morning again
The voice sounds familiar
But I am unable to know
Calling for me to wakeup
And comeback to this world
I opened my eyes and
Saw no one there
Just me myself lying
On the bed of sorrow and pain
 
Asif Baloch
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Wakeup My Love (Moth And A Flame - Ii)
 
A candle is cold
and scared to die
with flamy thorn
and melting desire
waiting and wanting
for her love to rise
who is twisted, burned
beside her feets
breathless lies
 
A yearnful sigh
came from her heart
watched her love still
with many tears dropped
miserably and painfully
a cry silently rise
to make her love, breath
and look into her eyes
 
wakeup my love
wakeup my life
wakeup for once and
look how I feel
a night is long, dark and
blewing cold breeze
I'm standing alone and
no one by my side
breaking, melting and
shivering in this breeze
 
A love filled whisper
came from above high
don't be scared dear
now, don't you cry
I'll make many like him
with same kiss, same life
who will yearn in the morn
for night to rise
to kiss thy lips
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to die in thy eyes
 
Asif Baloch
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Where You Are
 
For whom are you searching
no one is here
to gather your shatered dreams
and wipe off your tears
 
I searched the mountains
I searched the plains
I searched the jungles
I even searched you in the rain
I feel you next to me
but I'm unable to see
where you are
 
I tried to reach the sky
I asked the moon, who
plays seek and hide
I saw you in stars disguise
I felt you in the
first dew of rise
but still i could not find
where you are
 
in the songs sung by birds
in the flower ready to bloom
in the essence of musk
in the trees swaying with breeze
I saw you fade in my dreams
where you are
 
Thus now,
my body has become weak
my eyes are blinded and tired
my wishes are unfulfilled
my hopes are shatered
my heart,
Alas! my poor heart
pierced and inside dies
I tried and tried
but could not find
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just these words has become
my companion for life
where you are
 
where you are? ? ? ?
 
Asif Baloch
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Why Am I Lost?
 
What is happening to me
Why am I lost
 
My life is lonely
My life is sad
I don’t have love
This is making me mad
 
There are no words
Left inside me
To show the thoughts
Which I feel
 
There is a sea
Inside my heart
Blinding me, blurring me
Flooding my eyes
 
There is darkness
Surrounding me, scaring me
I’m stumbling, falling
And screaming in pain
 
There is a glass
Fill with pure love
Which I am unable to reach
To drank it and fill my thirst
 
There is a light
Afar away like a dot
A glistering diamond
Which I’m unable to ought
 
What is happening to me
Why am I lost
 
Asif Baloch
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Wishing
 
Words float in the sky
Soul put a sad smile
Heart gave a painful cry
Tears drop'd from
once empty eyes
Asking for love but
no love to find
Clouds of saddness are
spreading up above high
Weeping and crying with
feelings of deniel
Left alone and no one
by my side
Thoughts of lonliness
are eating me alive
Wishing for death but
could not die
 
Asif Baloch
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Wishing & Waiting
 
Feelings to be loved
Blew away like a smoke
In the sky
Tears those shed
Dropped on the sand
Went dry
There is nothing
Else left for me
To cry
Just wishing and waiting
For one thing
How soon will it take?
For me to die
 
Asif Baloch
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Withered
 
Grieving heart, grieving soul
grief is within
yearn to grieve no more
 
with my dimmer vision
and weakened desires
on the palm, pearls which I hold
are lost, vanished in the mist of fate
like broken dreams once sew with hope
 
in rainbow I can see no color any more
in roses I feel dead and sore
He was furious that's  why, He left me here
and shut me out from heaven's door
 
O my dear friends
O my unborn love
unstinted welcome here is thine
do remember me as the one who was lost
when I leave my body withered and blind
 
Asif Baloch
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World Peace? ? ?
 
As journey begins
For betterment of humanity
Many gets involved
To feed, to put end to poverty
To travel faraway
To bring world at peace
 
The struggle continued
From beginning of time
Faces did changed
Thinking remains same
As father passed
Onto his son
Now it's your time
To have a piece of
World peace
 
Thus now
Many are involved
To have part
In processing peace
And humans are victims
Of this catastrophe
Where everyone wants
A piece of
World peace
 
Alas! Balouch
I'm feared for that day
When there will be
No more left piece
Than regretting will not
Bring back
Those lost pieces of
World peace
 
Asif Balouch
Copyright December 13,2015
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You
 
Misery is You
Agony is You
What should I say
What else are You
You never found
Anyone in this life
You’ll stay alone it’s
The God gift to You
God gives one chance
It’s said!
But he forgot to give
That chance to You
Pain runs in your vein
Like a bad black blood
You’ll never be cured
It’s written by the fate
On the book of You
One day you’ll wake up
From this horrible dream
Then there no one else
Will be around
Just You and You
 
Asif Baloch
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You There
 
Hello There
yoooohoooo
You there
don't look here and There
yes you honey
I'm talking to you
these words thus written
is about you only you
 
coz you are the reason
we feel changing seasons
in lust and love
in lows and highs
in darkness and lights
in depths of tides
 
you make us feel
the fregrance thus heals
the injuries and scars
put by loneliness and thoughts
 
you are the one,
once told
who's words thus floats
like rhythm, like limes
soothern souls and minds
like dancing daffodils
like fragrance of rose
 
yes dear yes
you are that one
spreading words
of love and hope
 
-
(this poem I wrote after being inspired by the poets in poemhunter and all others
who's poems till now i have read......)   
 
P.S. this poem is not about pleasing anyone,  its about the feelings i felt after
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reading several poets............
 
Asif Baloch
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